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majestic_all  

Description

This function provides both all backlink data of and URL and its roots domain, including its CitationFlow, TrustFlow, and Root domain.

Usage

majestic_all(url, api_key)

Arguments

url  
An URL you’d like to investigate.

api_key  
An identification key assigned to a user after subscribing to Majestic that is available via Profile page.

Value

majestic_all provides all backlink data of an UR

Examples

```r
## Not run:
url <- "https://dataseolabs.com/fr/
api_key <- "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"
majestic_all(url, api_key)

## End(Not run)
```

majestic_domain  

Description

This function first extract the root domain from an URL, then provides all backlink data of the domain, including its CitationFlow, TrustFlow, and Root domain.

Usage

majestic_domain(url, api_key)
**majestic_url**

Arguments

- **url**: An URL you’d like to investigate the domain data.
- **api_key**: An identification key assigned to a user after subscribing to Majestic that is available via Profile page.

Value

majestic_domain provides all backlink data of an URL

Examples

```r
## not run:
url <- "https://dataseolabs.com/en/"
api_key <- "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"
majestic_domain(url, api_key)

## end(not run)
```

---

**majestic_url**

Majestic URL -

Description

This function provides all backlink data of an URL, including its CitationFlow, TrustFlow, and Root domain.

Usage

```
majestic_url(url, api_key)
```

Arguments

- **url**: An URL you’d like to investigate.
- **api_key**: An identification key assigned to a user after subscribing to Majestic that is available via Profile page.

Value

majestic_url provides all backlink data of an URL

Examples

```r
## Not run:
url <- "https://dataseolabs.com/en/"
api_key <- "xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx"
majestic_domain(url, api_key)

## End(Not run)
```
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